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Abstract

We address the problem of localizing a specific moment

described by a natural language query. Existing works in-

teract the query with either video frame or moment pro-

posal, and neglect the inherent structure of moment con-

struction for both cross-modal understanding and video

content comprehension, which are the two crucial chal-

lenges for this task. In this paper, we disentangle the ac-

tivity moment into boundary and content. Based on the

explored moment structure, we propose a novel Structured

Multi-level Interaction Network (SMIN) to tackle this prob-

lem through multi-levels of cross-modal interaction coupled

with content-boundary-moment interaction. In particular,

for cross-modal interaction, we interact the sentence-level

query with the whole moment while interacting the word-

level query with content and boundary, as in a coarse-

to-fine manner. For content-boundary-moment interaction,

we capture the insightful relations between boundary, con-

tent, and the whole moment proposal. Through multi-level

interactions, the model obtains robust cross-modal repre-

sentation for accurate moment localization. Extensive ex-

periments conducted on three benchmarks (i.e., Charades-

STA, ActivityNet-Captions, and TACoS) demonstrate the

proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-

ods.

1. Introduction

With the wide popularity of online videos, automati-

cally understanding and analyzing the video content has

drawn increasing attention. Recently, due to the limita-

tion of the pre-defined action categories and the flexibility

of using a natural language sentence for describing the ac-

tivity in videos, video moment localization is proposed in

the works [1, 7]. Its aim is to localize a temporary segment

from an untrimmed video, containing the activity described

*Corresponding author.

Figure 1. (a): An example of video moment localization queried

by a natural language sentence. (b): Existing approaches simply

conduct vision-language interaction at frame-level or proposal-

level. (c): Our method first fuses the sentence with the video

frame as a coarse-grained cross-modal interaction. Then we con-

duct fine-grained vision-language interaction between words and

boundary/content of a moment proposal. Meanwhile, we conduct

structured moment interaction to explore the relations between

boundary, content, and the moment. (Best viewed in color)

by the given language query.

For this task, there are two key challenges: (1) cross-

modal understanding between the language query and com-

plicated video content, and (2) elaborate video content com-

prehension for localizing the target moment in videos with

complex backgrounds. Existing works locate the moment

by interacting the query with either video frame represen-

tation [4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 33, 42, 45], or moment proposal

representation [1, 7, 9, 19, 20, 43, 44]. For vision-language

interaction, these works neglect the inherent structure of
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the moment that one is constructed by content and bound-

ary. For video content comprehension, they directly uti-

lize the features of video frame or proposal as the moment

representation. These methods miss the discriminative in-

formation contained in moment boundary and content and

the fine-grained correlation between them to query; there-

fore, they predict coarse boundary and misaligned moment.

In fact, moment content, boundary, and the whole moment

have different representation ability to represent a moment,

and thus it is non-trivial to (1) perform cross-modal inter-

action between them and language query respectively for

comprehensive cross-modal understanding; (2) conduct the

content-boundary-moment interaction (termed as structured

moment interaction in this work) for elaborate video content

comprehension.

Motivated by the above observations, this paper proposes

a novel Structured Multi-level Interaction Network (SMIN)

for video moment localization by incorporating multiple

levels of vision-language interaction and moment structured

interaction into a joint procedure. First, we design the multi-

ple levels of vision-language interaction for detailed vision-

language understanding. As illustrated in Figure 1(b)(c),

in contrast to previous works that simply use frame-level or

proposal-level interaction to fuse video and query, we lever-

age the inherent moment structure and introduce a coarse-

to-fine cross-modal interaction. In detail, the coarse-grained

sentence representation is interacted with the video frame

in the backbone before proposal generation, while the fine-

grained word representation is interacted with boundary and

content separately. Second, based on the inherent struc-

ture of a moment, we introduce the structured moment in-

teraction by exploiting the structural relationships between

content, boundary, and the whole moment. This interac-

tion helps perform the elaborate video comprehension. Fi-

nally, we build the content unit, boundary unit, and mo-

ment unit for incorporating the multi-level cross-modal in-

teraction and structured moment interaction as a structured

multi-level interaction procedure to extract robust moment

representation for accurate moment localization.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We disentangle the inherent structure of moment

that one is constructed with boundary and content,

and leverage this structure for comprehensive vision-

language understanding and elaborate video compre-

hension.

• We propose a novel Structured Multi-level Interaction

Network (SMIN) to incorporate fine-grained cross-

modal interaction and detailed structured moment in-

teraction into a joint procedure with the disentangled

moment structure.

• We conduct experiments on three popular benchmarks

to verify the effectiveness of our approach, which per-

forms superior to the state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Works

2.1. Temporal Action Detection

Video temporal action detection aims to jointly predict

the action label and localize the start and end boundaries of

an action proposal in an untrimmed video. It has achieved

great progress [2, 3, 8, 15, 23, 28, 27, 34, 35, 47]. Exist-

ing approaches can be roughly divided into two-stage ap-

proaches [3, 8, 47] consisting of proposal generation and

proposal classification and one stage approaches [15, 35]

directly detecting action instances without proposal gener-

ation. Due to the diverse contents in various videos, pre-

defined action categories cannot completely cover the ac-

tivities in videos. Therefore, using a language sentence for

describing the activity has attracted increasing attention.

2.2. Moment Localization

Moment Localization was proposed by [1, 7], which

aims to predict the start and end boundaries of the activity

described by a given language query within a video. This

task is very challenging since it needs deep vision-language

interaction [17, 18, 21, 39, 40] and complete video compre-

hension [30, 41, 46].

As for vision-language interaction, existing works either

used early fusion at frame-level [4, 6, 10, 22, 24, 31, 32,

38, 45] or late fusion at candidate-level [1, 7, 19, 20, 43].

Chen et al. [4] incorporated the frame-by-word interactions

across video-sentence modalities towards this task. Authors

of [6, 22] employed the visual-language attention to encode

frame feature with multi-modal context. Zeng et al. [38]

fused the query with frame features at different temporal

scales. Authors of [24] interacted different semantic phrase

with video frames. Gao et al. [7] combined the information

from query sentence and moment proposal and used align-

ment and regression loss for activity location refinement.

These works neglected the inherent structure of moment

for cross-modal interaction, as well as for video compre-

hension. Hendricks et al. [1] concatenated the global video

feature to each proposal while Gao et al. [7] concatenated

the preceding and following clips as context to the central

clip. Authors of [42] modeled moment-wise temporal re-

lations via the iterative graph adjustment network. Zhang

et al. [43] utilized the temporal context from adjacent mo-

ments through a two-dimensional temporal map. Wang et

al. [31] implemented the complementarity of frame-level

and candidate-level representations. Authors of [24] took

relations between semantic phrases into account through

non-local block.

In contrast to existing works, we explore the structure

of the moment and disentangle it into content and bound-
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Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed SMIN. We first extract the video feature, word-level and sentence-level query feature and conduct

coarse-grained cross-modal interaction. Then we explore the structure of the moment and generate content, boundary, and moment feature

in the proposal generation module. Next, we conduct fine-grained cross-modal interaction, together with structured moment interaction in

the structured multi-level interaction module. We finally predict the moment most relevant to the query.

ary. Based on the insightful structure, we implement vision-

language interaction in a coarse-to-fine manner and model

the relationship between content, boundary, and moment as

structured moment interaction for video understanding.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Overview

Given an untrimmed video V and a language query Q,

this task aims to retrieve the best matching temporary seg-

ment with a start and end timestamps (τs, τe) referring to

the sentence query. Formally, we denote the input video as

V = {vi}Tv

i=0
and language query as Q = {qn}Nq

n=0, where

vi is the ith frame and wn is the nth word. Tv and Nq is the

length of video and sentence, respectively.

Figure 2 illustrates the network architecture of the pro-

posed structured multi-level interaction network (SMIN),

which consists of four components: (1) backbone for video

and query encoding; (2) proposal generation module; (3)

structured multi-level interaction module; (4) moment lo-

calization module. Specifically, we first extract a sequence

of frame-wise video features added with the position em-

bedding of each frame. Meanwhile, we derive word-level

and sentence-level features based on the query through a

recurrent neural network. Second, we fuse the frame-wise

video feature with the word-level query feature as a coarse-

grained cross-modal interaction. Next, a proposal gener-

ation module generates the moment proposal feature, to-

gether with moment content and moment boundary feature.

Then, we conduct fine-grained cross-modal interaction and

structured moment interaction in a structured multi-level

interaction module. We finally localize the most relevant

video moment conforming to the query through thoroughly

cross-modal interaction and structured moment interaction,

based on the robust moment features.

3.2. Video and Query Encoding

For the video, we first extract a sequence of frame-wise

video feature by a pre-trained 3D CNN feature extractor.

We then uniformly sample T frames of feature over the se-

quence to obtain a fixed-length of video features sequence

f
′

v = {f ′

vi
}Ti=0 ∈ R

T×d, where d denotes the feature dimen-

sion. Next, we append the embedding of temporal position

to each frame feature, as done in [24]. Thus each frame

is aware of its relative position in the video. The position

embedding fpos,i = WposPi, where Wpos ∈ R
d×T is a

learnable embedding matrix and Pi ∈ R
T is the one-hot

temporal position vector of each frame. Finally, we obtain

the sequence of frame-wise representation: fv = f
′

v + fpos.

For the language query, we first extract the embed-

ding vector of each word through the Glove [25] word2vec

model. Then, we employ a two-layer bidirectional LSTM

network to extract the feature of the query. We compute the

sentence-level query feature fs = [
−→
hNq

;
←−
h 1] ∈ R

d by con-

catenating the last hidden state of both forward and back-

ward LSTM and calculate a sequence of word-level features

fw = {fwi
}Nq

i=0
∈ R

Nq×d, where fwi
= [
−→
h i;
←−
h i] through

the concatenation of hidden states in both directions.

Next, we introduce a coarse-grained cross-modal inter-

action between the extracted video frame-wise feature and

sentence-level query feature, and get the fused features

f = {fi}Ti=0 ∈ R
T×d, where fi = fs ⊙ fvi

, and ⊙ is the

Hadamard product operator.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the proposal generation module (PGM), boundary unit (BU), content unit (CU), and moment unit (MU).

3.3. Proposal Generation

To facilitate structured multi-level interaction, we mod-

ify the 2D map method in [43] and generate moment pro-

posal feature, as well as moment content and moment

boundary feature in the proposal generation module, as

shown in the top left corner of Figure 3.

For a video with T frames, directly enumerating all the

possible moment proposal will result in a large number

of candidates (i.e., T × T ), which is computation-costly.

Therefore, we only calculate L × L moments, where L
is much smaller than T . For a specific moment proposal

with normalized start time of i
L

and normalized end time

of j+1

L
in the video sequence, where i, j are the indexes

range from 0 to L − 1, we divide all the frame features be-

long to this moment into C parts and then average the frame

features of each part to obtain the moment content feature

fc[i, j] ∈ R
C×d. Next, we generate moment proposal fea-

ture fm[i, j] ∈ R
d by averaging C parts of moment content

feature. We obtain fc ∈ R
L×L×C×d and fm ∈ R

L×L×d

by applying this procedure to all the proposals. Directly

using the sequence of frame feature as moment boundary

feature will cause mismatching in temporal dimension and

hinder the following structured moment interaction; there-

fore, we downsample the frame feature and obtain the mo-

ment boundary feature fb ∈ R
L×d. In practice, we find the

down-sampling boundary feature improves accuracy since

it helps alleviate the imbalance between positive and nega-

tive boundary samples as well as the ambiguity of labeling

the moment boundary.

3.4. Structured Multilevel Interaction

3.4.1 Boundary Unit

The boundary unit (BU) is shown in the lower-left corner of

Figure 3. In this unit, we interact the boundary feature with

the word-level query feature to capture fine-grained cross-

modal information, as well as the moment proposal feature

to build the structural boundary-moment relation.

Boundary-word interaction. We employ a co-attention

mechanism to obtain boundary-attended query representa-

tion based on the calculated fine-grained attention weights

between boundary feature fb and word-level query feature

fw, which represent the pair-wise relations between them.

The attention weight can be computed as below:

Ab = (fbWb)(fwWbw)
⊤ ∈ R

L×Nq , (1)

where Wb ∈ R
d×d and Wbw ∈ R

d×d are learnable em-

bedding matrices projecting the two kinds of features into

a joint embedding space. Since each row of Ab represents

the similarity between all word feature to a specific bound-

ary feature, we employ the softmax function in each row of

Ab and obtain boundary-attended query representation:

fbaq = softmax(
Ab√
d
)fw ∈ R

L×d. (2)
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The obtained boundary-attended query representation fbaq
is then used as a query semantic guidance to adjust the rela-

tionship between different boundary features for structured

moment interaction.

Boundary-moment interaction. We employ the self-

attention mechanism to calculate the similarity map indi-

cating the relationship between different boundary features

conditioned on the query semantic guidance of fbaq and fs.

Since fbaq offers fine-grained boundary-attended word-level

information and fs offers coarse-grained global sentence-

level information, we can take full use of query information

by combining them as the query semantic guidance. The

similarity map Āb can be computed by query-conditioned

boundary feature fbq as below:

fbq = fb ⊙ (fbaq + fs) ∈ R
L×d, (3)

Āb = fbqf
⊤

bq ∈ R
L×L. (4)

Each row of Āb represents the similarity between all bound-

ary feature to a specific boundary feature. We employ the

softmax function in each row of Āb and obtain the boundary

representation attended by other boundaries. Meanwhile,

since each pair of boundaries constitutes a specific moment

proposal, this similarity map also indicates the relationship

of one boundary to different moments. We integrate mo-

ment information to the boundary by summation at the di-

mension applied with softmax function. This process leads

to the following equation:

fbb = softmax(
Āb√
d
)fb ∈ R

L×d, (5)

fbm = sum(softmax(
Āb√
d
)⊙ fm) ∈ R

L×d. (6)

To emphasize query-related information contained in the

moment feature, we apply a gate function to the moment

feature:

gm = σ(fm ⊙ fs), f̄m = gm ⊙ fm, (7)

where σ is sigmoid function and gm ∈ R
L×L×d represents

the gate value and is dependent on sentence feature fs in-

stead of fbm, since fbm is specified for boundary feature.

We replace fm in Eq.6 with f̄m, and finally obtain the up-

dated boundary feature f̄b = fbb + fbm + fb .

3.4.2 Content Unit

The content unit (CU) is shown in the lower right corner of

Figure 3. In this unit, we capture fine-grained cross-modal

information and explore the structural content-moment re-

lation. Similar to BU, we obtain a similarity map indicating

the relationship between different content features of one

specific moment via a self-attention mechanism, based on

the features after fine-grained cross-modal interaction. We

then integrate moment information to the content represen-

tation with the guidance of query information.

Content-word interaction. A co-attention mechanism

is employed to obtain content-attended query representa-

tion. For computational efficiency, we first reduce the chan-

nel dimension of content feature fc and word feature fw
from d to dl. Since the content feature is related to other

content features within the same moment, we compute the

attention weight between content within a specific moment

and word. For the content feature within a specific moment

proposal f̂c = fc[i, j] ∈ R
C×dl , we calculate the attention

weight as follow:

Ac = (f̂cWc)(fwWcw)
⊤ ∈ R

C×Nq , (8)

where Wc ∈ R
dl×dl and Wcw ∈ R

dl×dl are learnable pa-

rameters. We then employ the softmax function in each row

of Ac and obtain content-attended query representation:

fcaq = softmax(
Ac√
dl
)fw ∈ R

L×dl . (9)

Content-moment interaction. As in boundary-moment

interaction, we combine the content-attended query repre-

sentation fcaq with channel reduced fs as the query seman-

tic guidance. We then obtain the similarity map via a self-

attention mechanism based on query-conditioned content

feature fcq as follow:

fcq = f̂c ⊙ (fcaq + fs) ∈ R
C×dl , (10)

Āc = fcqf
⊤

cq ∈ R
C×C . (11)

Next, a softmax function is employed in each row of Āc and

we can obtain the content representation capturing relations

to other content within the same moment:

f̂cc = softmax(
Āc√
dl
)f̂c ∈ R

C×dl , (12)

By applying this procedure to all the moment proposals and

increasing the channel dimension from dl to d, we obtain

fcc ∈ R
L×L×C×d. After that, we integrate moment infor-

mation to content with the similar fashion as in Eq.7 and

obtain the updated content feature f̄c = fcc + f̄m + fc.

3.4.3 Moment Unit

The moment unit (MU) is shown in the top right corner of

Figure 3. In this unit, we aggregate the boundary feature

f̄b and content feature f̄c from BU and CU into the moment

feature. We reshape f̄b to f̄sb ∈ R
L×1×d and f̄eb ∈ R

1×L×d,

expand them to have the same shape of f̄m, and fuse them

by Hadamard product. We average C parts of f̄c. This pro-

cedure is given by:

f̄m = Conv2d(f̄sb ⊙ f̄eb )+Conv2d(mean(f̄c))+ fm. (13)
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3.5. Localization

After we obtain the output representation with extensive

cross-modal interaction and structured moment interaction,

we predict the target moment proposal. We obtain the mo-

ment prediction scores pm by one layer of 2D convolution

followed with a sigmoid function from the moment feature

f̄m of the last layer of MU:

pm = σ(Conv2d(f̄m)) ∈ R
L×L. (14)

We also obtain the start and end boundary prediction scores

ps and pe by one layer of 1D convolution followed with a

sigmoid function from the boundary feature f̄b of the last

layer of BU:

ps = σ(Conv1d(f̄b)), pe = σ(Conv1d(f̄b)) ∈ R
L. (15)

Therefore, the final predicted moment with normalized

start time i
L

and end time j+1

L
can be presented as

(pm[i, j], ps[i], pe[j]).

3.5.1 Training

We adopt an alignment loss to learn the moment prediction

score, which is formulated by:

Lm = −
1

Nm

Nm∑

k=0

y
k

ms
k

mlogpkm+(1−y
k

m)(1− s
k

m)log(1−p
k

m),

(16)

where pkm is the kth output score of pm representing the kth
proposal, ykm is the binary label determined by a threshold

of 0.5 from IoU score skm between this moment with the

ground truth, and Nm is the number of valid moment pro-

posals.

We also adopt a boundary matching loss to learn the

boundary prediction score, which is given by:

Ls = −
1

L

L
∑

k=0

yks s
k
s logp

k
s + (1− yks )(1− sks)log(1− pks),

(17)

Le = −
1

L

L
∑

k=0

yke s
k
e logp

k
e + (1− yke )(1− ske)log(1− pke),

(18)

where pks(p
k
e) is the kth output score of ps(pe), representing

the kth boundary. ss(se) ∈ R
L is generated by an unnor-

malized 1D Gaussian e−
x2

2σ2 inspired by [14], which gives

fewer penalties to the adjacent locations of boundaries. Its

center is at τs(τe) and whose σ is set to (τe − τs)/5, where

τs, τe are the boundary ground truth. yks (y
k
e ) is the binary

label determined by ss(se) through a threshold of 0.5. We

additionally calculate an auxiliary snippet matching loss:

La = − 1

L

L
∑

k=0

yka logp
k
a + (1− yka)log(1− pka), (19)

where pa = σ(Conv1d(f̄b)) ∈ R
L and we choose the snip-

pets within the ground truth as positive and others as nega-

tive. The snippets close to boundaries are ignored since they

may cause ambiguity to determine whether they are within

the ground truth.

The total loss function is given by:

L = Lm + Ls + Le + 0.5 · La. (20)

3.5.2 Inference

During inference, we use pm[i, j] ·
√

ps[i] ·
√

pe[j] as the

final prediction score of the moment with normalized time

( i
L
, j+1

L
). We rank all the moment proposals according to

their prediction scores followed by a non-maximum sup-

pression (NMS) function.

4. Experiment

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

TACoS TACoS [26] consists of 17,344 text-to-clip pairs

collected from cooking scenarios. We use the standard split

as [7], which has 10146, 4589, and 4083 moment-query

pairs for training, validation, and testing, respectively.

Charades-STA Charades-STA [7] was built on Charades

[29]. Gao et al. [7] generated temporal sentence annotations

from the original Charades dataset and result in 12408 and

3720 pairs of sentence-moment for training and testing.

ActivityNet-Captions ActivityNet-Captions [13] con-

sists of 20k videos and 100k descriptions with diverse con-

text, built on ActivityNet v1.3 dataset [11]. Following [43],

we use val 1 as validation set and val 2 as testing set. We

have 37417, 17505, and 17031 moment-sentence pairs for

training, validation, and testing.

Evaluation Metrics Following previous work [7], we

adopt the “R@n, IoU=m” metric as the evaluation metric.

It is defined as the percentage of at least one proposal in the

top “n” predictions that have IoU with ground-truth larger

than the thresholds “m”.

4.2. Implementation Details

For a fair comparison, we extract the visual features from

a pre-trained 3D CNN (i.e, I3D as [24] for Charades-STA,

and C3D as [43] for TACoS and ActivityNet-Captions). We

uniformly sample T=(64, 128, 128) segments as the input

video feature sequence and set the length of 2D feature map

L=(16, 32, 64) for Charades-STA, TACoS and ActivityNet-

Captions, respectively. For the language query, the pre-

trained Glove embedding is employed to each word of the

query with a dimension of 300. Each sentence is truncated
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Table 1. Performance comparison with other methods on

Charades-STA.

Method
R@1 R@1 R@5 R@5

IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7

ROLE [20] 12.12 - 40.59 -

CTRL [7] 21.42 7.15 59.11 26.91

ACL [9] 30.48 12.20 64.84 35.13

GDP [6] 39.47 18.49 - -

CBP [32] 36.80 18.87 70.94 50.19

2D-TAN [43] 39.70 23.31 80.32 51.26

MAN [42] 46.53 22.72 86.23 53.72

DPIN [31] 47.98 26.96 85.53 55.00

DRN [38] 53.09 31.75 89.06 60.05

SCDM [36] 54.44 33.43 74.43 58.08

LGI [24] 59.46 35.48 - -

SMIN (ours) 64.06 40.75 89.49 68.09

to a fixed length of (13, 14, 20) for Charades-STA, TACoS,

and ActivityNet-Captions. The hidden state size of the bidi-

rectional LSTM is set to 256, and the feature dimension d is

set to 512. The number of parts of content features C is set

to 4, and dl in the content unit is set to 128. We stack three

layers of boundary unit, content unit, and moment unit. We

use an Adam optimizer to train our model, with a learning

rate of 0.0005 and a batch size of 64.

4.3. Performance Comparison

We report the result of n ∈ {1, 5} with m ∈ {0.5, 0.7}
for Charades-STA, n ∈ {1, 5} with m ∈ {0.5, 0.7} for

ActivityNet-Captions and n ∈ {1, 5} with m ∈ {0.3, 0.5}
for TACoS, as shown in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3, re-

spectively. Our method outperforms all competing meth-

ods. Specifically, on Charades-STA, SMIN outperforms

the previous best method LGI by 4.60% and 5.27% abso-

lute improvement in terms of R@1, IoU=0.5, and R@1,

IoU=0.7, respectively. On ActivityNet-Captions, SMIN

reaches the highest score with approximately 2% per-

formance improvement concerning R@1, IoU=0.7. On

TACoS, SMIN surpasses DPIN with 2.3% and 3.10%

performance improvement, regarding R@1, IoU=0.5, and

R@5, IoU=0.5, respectively.

Compared to state-of-the-art methods that use frame-

level interaction TGN [4], GDP [6], ExCL [10], DE-

BUG [22], LGI [24], DPIN [31], DRN [38], CMIN [45],

CBP [45] or use proposal-level interaction CTRL [7],

ACRN [19], 2D-TAN [43], our method performs better.

They neglect the inherent structure of moment construction

and employ the moment structure for fine-grained cross-

modal interaction, leading to relatively lower performances.

Besides, we capture the insightful relations between bound-

ary, content and moment through the structured moment

interaction. Based on the explored moment structure, our

method emphasizes the importance of both fine-grained

vision-language understanding and detained video compre-

Table 2. Performance comparison with other methods on

ActivityNet-Captions.

Method
R@1 R@1 R@5 R@5

IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7

TGN [4] 27.93 11.86 44.20 24.84

CBP [32] 35.76 17.80 65.89 46.20

CMIN [45] 43.40 23.88 67.95 50.73

LGI [24] 41.51 23.07 - -

2D-TAN [43] 44.51 26.54 77.13 61.96

DRN [38] 45.45 24.36 77.97 50.30

DPIN [31] 47.27 28.31 77.45 60.03

SMIN (ours) 48.46 30.34 81.16 62.11

Table 3. Performance comparison with other methods on TACoS.

Method
R@1 R@1 R@5 R@5

IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5

CTRL [7] 18.32 13.30 36.69 25.42

ACRN [19] 19.52 14.62 34.97 24.88

CMIN [45] 24.64 18.05 38.46 27.02

ABLR [37] 19.50 9.40

ExCL [10] 28.00 13.80 - -

SCDM [36] 26.11 21.17 40.16 32.18

DRN [38] - 23.17 - 33.36

2D-TAN [43] 37.29 25.32 57.81 45.04

DPIN [31] 46.74 32.92 62.16 50.26

SMIN (ours) 48.01 35.24 65.18 53.36

hension. Therefore, our method achieves better perfor-

mance than previous methods.

4.4. Ablation Study

We evaluate the main components of our method on

Charades-STA and TACoS in Table 4, where “w/o BU”

means without boundary unit (BU), “w/o CU” means with-

out content unit (BU), “w/o BU+CB” means without both

BU and CU, and “Full” means the full model. The bound-

ary unit and content unit are two critical components in the

structured multi-level interaction module, which conducts

fine-grained vision-language interaction and structured mo-

ment interaction. From the results in Table 4, the full model

outperforms all the compared ablation models on both two

datasets, which demonstrates BU and CU are helpful for

moment localization since BU contributes to the boundary

discrimination while CU benefits the moment alignment.

To evaluate the detailed components in the boundary unit

and content unit more deeply, we conduct ablation stud-

ies of BU and CU on Charades-STA concerning R@1 in

Table 5. “w/o VLI” means without fine-grained vision-

language interaction and directly calculate the similarity

map by boundary/content feature; “w/o BMI/CMI” means

without aggregating moment feature to boundary/content

feature; “w/o Gate” means without the gate function when

aggregating moment feature to boundary/content feature;

and “Full” means the full model. From Table 5, we can
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Table 4. Ablation results of main components.

Dataset Method
R@1 R@1

IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7

Charades-STA

w/o BU 61.99 37.20

w/o CU 62.22 38.72

w/o BU+CU 58.65 34.16

Full 64.06 40.75

TACoS

w/o BU 46.83 32.99

w/o CU 44.91 32.89

w/o BU+CU 43.53 31.91

Full 48.01 35.24

Figure 4. Ablation studies of the hyper-parameters.

learn each detailed component in the boundary/content unit

contributes to localizing the target moment. In more de-

tail, by comparing “Full” to “w/o VLI” and “w/o BMI”,we

observe fine-grained vision-language interaction and struc-

tured moment interaction are vital for this task since they

leverage detailed information between two modalities and

different components of the moment. The result of “w/o

Gate” shows the gate function emphasizes query-related in-

formation, which benefits this task.

We show the effect of the various number of layers N
and content parts C on Charades-STA in Figure 4. For the

number of layers N , the model achieves the best perfor-

mance by setting N to 3. Our model is able to leverage

comprehensive vision-language interaction and structured

moment interaction when we use more layers. Too many

layers result in over-smoothing problem and make the per-

formance drop. For the number of content parts C, our

model performs best when C is set to 4 since increasing

the number of parts in moment content enables our model

to capture more detailed information from moment content.

Dividing the content into too many parts will largely in-

crease the computation cost and accumulate noise, which

harms the performance.

4.5. Qualitative Results

We qualitatively validate the ablation models without

fine-grained vision-language interaction and without struc-

tured moment interaction in both boundary unit and con-

tent unit at the top of Figure 5. We can observe that the

ablation models predict coarser boundaries since they lack

the crucial detailed interaction for vision-language and mo-

ment structure. Besides, we also qualitatively show the ab-

lation models without boundary unit, without content unit,

Table 5. Ablation studies of BU and CU on Charades-STA.

Unit Method
R@1 R@1

IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7

Boundary Unit

w/o VLI 62.31 38.70

w/o BMI 62.09 37.87

w/o Gate 62.69 39.06

Full 64.06 40.75

Content Unit

w/o VLI 62.63 39.78

w/o CMI 62.44 38.95

w/o Gate 62.55 39.54

Full 64.06 40.75

Figure 5. Visualization of the predictions of the SMIN model and

the ablation models.

and without both units at the bottom of Figure 5. The re-

sult shows that the explored inherent structure of moment

construction is crucial for this task since it facilitates both

fine-grained vision-language interaction and structured mo-

ment interaction between moment and query.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new Structured Multi-level

Interaction Network (SMIN) for video moment localization

by natural language. SMIN leverages the inherent structure

of the moment constructed with boundary and content for

both vision-language understanding and video comprehen-

sion. We design boundary unit, content unit, and moment

unit in the structured multi-level interaction module for fine-

grained cross-modal interaction between boundary/content

and query, and detailed structured moment interaction be-

tween boundary, content and moment. Extensive evaluation

on three benchmarks has demonstrated the effectiveness of

the proposed method.
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